Konstantin Makovsky
Konstantin Egorovich Makovsky, born in Moscow on
July 2, 1839, is remembered principally as a portraitist,
genre painter, and founding member of a group of
independent realist artists active in mid-nineteenth century
Russia. He began his artistic training at the age of twelve at
the Moscow School of Painting and Sculpture, a school cofounded by his father Yegor Ivanovich. In 1858 he entered
the Imperial Academy of Arts in Saint Petersburg – the
only educational avenue for aspiring artists in the tightly
controlled Czarist state. Although the Academy awarded
him a Minor Gold Medal in 1862, Makovsky took part in an
unprecedented rebellion against the establishment in 1863
in a reaction against restrictive policies and because of the
Scandinavian mythology theme established for the Grand
Gold Medal competition. At the time of his departure, he
was Artist of the Second Degree. He did, however, become
a full member of the Academy in 1898 after becoming an
academician in 1867 and a professor in 1869.
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the group, “The Wanderers.” Severing ties with traditional
art, these artists sought to free themselves from the strictures of Academy-selected subject matter
and saw themselves as part of a new moral and rational order. They allied themselves with the liberal
intelligentsia, who, in the wake of the Russian defeat in the Crimean War (1856) and the liberation of
the serfs (1861), were deeply involved with service to society, individual reform, and cultural renovation.
These liberals took an independent and critical stance toward the imperial state and were considered the
prophets of a new moral and rational order. The Artel’ reinforced its dedication to the intelligentsia by
paralleling its concerns in painting through depictions of the working class and Russian traditions.
In 1870 Makovsky became a member of the upstart Association of Traveling Art Exhibits,
whose members, known as the Peredvizhniki (most often translated as the “Wanderers” or “Travelers”),
endeavored to wrest patronage from Court control, bring art to the provinces of Russia through their
traveling exhibitions, and use art as a force for social activism. Although his reasons are unknown,
Makovsky left the Peredvizhniki in 1883, returning to imperial patronage where, by 1891, he became
a member of Saint Petersburg Society of Artists, a newly formed and Salon-like organization. He
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eventually moved to Paris, where he showed in the Salons; he also exhibited paintings in Vienna,
Dresden, and the United States. He won the Large Gold Medal at the 1889 World’s Fair in Paris elevating
his status beyond that of other Russian artists at the time. Unfortunately, Makovsky died in a traffic
accident on September 17, 1915, in Saint Petersburg.
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Images (clockwise): Konstantin Makovsky, Portrait of the Artist’s Children, 1882, oil on
canvas, 75.6 x 32.3 in; Konstantin Makovsky, Household Conversations, 1868; Konstantin
Makovsky, The Boyars’ Wedding, 1883, oil on canvas, Hillwood Estate Museums & Gardens.
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From 1909 and 1911 Lininger Collection Catalogs:
“Russian artist who received the medal of honor at the Universal Exhibit of the Fine Arts at Antwerp
in 1885. The prize picture, ‘The Wedding Feast,’ was purchased by Charles W. Schuman, of New York,
who has it on exhibition. It was painted in 1865. Makovski [sic] is professor in the St. Petersburg
Academy and stands at the head of the Russian School.” Exhibited 1886 Inter-State Exposition, Omaha.
Russian Beauty and Cat was painted within the milieu of artists striving for professional
reform and dates from the crucial period after Makovsky’s secession from the
Petersburg Academy. The subject is representative of pictures by the artists of the Artel’
Khudozhnikov, which ranged from contemporary scenes of the lower classes to those
of high-society life. Although generally anecdotal and sentimental, these subjects could
convey a moralizing message and reveal a nascent sense of nationalism. Realism and
peasant genre scenes had been popular in the 1830s and 1840s and were deemed
acceptable by the Academy, but had never received much public attention. However at
mid-century, in the social context of populism and political activism, genre paintings by
members of the Artel’ were perceived favorably by their new audience.
In their desire to gain professional freedom, the artists of the Artel’ sought
independence only so far as thematic material was concerned. Unlike their Western
counterparts, Russian artists had no tradition of avant-garde; consequently they lacked
the temerity to break away from established formal conventions. Russian Beauty and Cat
reflects the Academic heritage of Makovsky and his colleagues in its linearity, precise
handling, tight brushwork, and smooth finish, but departs from this tradition in its focus
on a subject from everyday life.
The carefully painted young Tartar woman in the picture embodies more than just
a common peasant. Although she appears in native dress and humbling setting, she has
been elevated to the status of a regal beauty. There is an aura of honest sensuality about
her as she leans out of her window and confronts the viewer directly. The luxury of her
adornments – the elaborate necklace with its jeweled clasps and the gold damask crown
fringed with pearls – sets off her bare shoulders. A sense of warmth radiates from her to
the purring feline she is petting. Even the simple fabrics of her garments and the curtain
behind her (an Academic convention) have the illusion of silk: they are painted in broad
and loose brush strokes that give a sense of rich texture. Moreover, the richness of her
native heritage is evident in the traditional ornamentation of her rustic log house (izba):
the window frame is decorated with a carved and polychromed geometric design. This is
the kind of realism Makovsky practiced with the Artel’, a realism that brought dignity to the
artist and subject alike.
This artwork was purchased in the late 19th century by influential Omaha art
collector, George Lininger (1834–1907), during one of his many travels. Then after the
death of his wife in 1927, his collection was sold at auction. Charles W. Martin purchased
many works and gifted Russian Beauty and Cat to Joslyn Art Museum in 1954.
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Russian Beauty and Cat
1865

oil on canvas mounted on Masonite panel, 45 1/4 x 36 1/2 in.
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Martin, 1954.172

Discussion Questions
Describe what you see in Russian Beauty and Cat. What role does
light play in the composition of this painting?
m
What clues tell us who this woman is?
m
How does Makovsky depict texture in this painting?
m
Why do you think this is a popular artwork?
m
How did Makovsky follow the rules, yet rebel during his career?
Teachers: go to www.joslyn.org/education for this poster’s academic standards and related lesson plans.

The Russian Bride’s Attire

Kontantin Makovsky, The Russian Bride’s Attire, 1889, oil on canvas, 108 x 145 in.,
Legion of Honor, San Francisco, Gift of M. H. de Young
This depiction is said to be the third in a series about the Russian bride, Maria Miloslavskaya, who
is preparing for her wedding to Czar Alexis in 1648. The viewer is peering into the royal chambers
where the bride is getting prepared. Maria’s sister, Anna, sits at the feet of the rather unhappylooking bride. A man - thought to be either Maria’s rather or the groom - bursts in the door, but is
quickly turned away by one of the attending women. This artwork is filled with beautiful detail from
the authentic seventeenth century costumes of the Russian court to the ivory comb used to brush
the bride’s hair. Makovsky presented this painting to the Paris Salon of 1891.
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Background Image: Konstantin Makovsky, Detail. Portrait of the Artist’s
Children, 1882, oil on canvas, 75.6 x 32.3 in., Repository unknown

George Lininger Legacy
George W. Lininger (1834–1907) built and opened to the public
the first art gallery in Omaha, Nebraska. He was a leader in
fostering art activities, and in the late nineteenth century traveled
several times to Europe or the Near East making purchases for
his private collection including Konstantin Makovsky’s Russian
Beauty and Cat. In opening his gallery, he offered a glimpse of art
treasures from Europe at a time when the young city, bustling to
get ahead, had not yet developed a cultural heritage of its own.
Lininiger’s collection reflected the taste of the period,
ignoring newer trends in art such as the Impressionist and PostImpressionist schools. Allegorical and religious themes respected
the Renaissance tradition, and genre and historical subjects
told pleasing or dramatic stories. Sculpture recalled idealized
Classical concepts and decorative arts stressed richness of detail
and polished craftsmanship.
In 1886 Lininger directed the first public art exhibition in
J. Laurie Wallace, (American, born Ireland 1864–1953), Omaha, held in connection with the Inter-State Exposition, to
Detail (black & white). Portrait of George W. Lininger, which he lent almost 100 works. In 1888 his private gallery was
1891, oil on canvas, 30 x 24 in., Joslyn Art Museum, completed and opened to the public. The same year he helped
Bequest of Marion Haller Thomas, 1939,
organize and became president of the Western Art Association,
granddaughter of George W. Lininger.
offering his gallery for their first exhibition.
Visitors to the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition held in Omaha in 1898 had an unusual
opportunity to view great works by prominent European and American artists shown in the Fine Arts
Building. For this occasion, Lininger redecorated his own gallery and opened it daily, with a total visitor
count of 20,000 for the period of the Exposition.
After the turn of the century, Lininger became less active. Upon his death in 1907 at the age of 73,
and then his wife’s subsequent death in 1927, the Lininger Collection was sold at auction. Although the plan
to keep the collection in Omaha was not entirely successful, local residents including Charles W. Martin and
George Brandeis, acquired approximately half of the 300 items.

Interior of Lininger Art Gallery. Note Russian Beauty and Cat hanging on the left in this photo.
Photograph courtesy of The Durham Museum Photo Archive, Bostwick-Frohardt/KMTV Collection.
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